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Preface 
The present dissertation entitled "Record Statistics** is a brief collection 
of the work done so far on the subject. I have tried my best to include 
sufficient and relevant materials m a systematic way, which is spread 
over four chapters. 
Chapter I is expository in nature and provides a brief review of the 
concepts and results which are further used in subsequent chapters. 
Chapter II consist of some recurrence relations for single and product 
moments of record statistics from some specific contmuous distributions 
as generalized extreme value, generalized Pareto, power function, 
exponential, modified weibull distributions. 
Chapter III a general procedure of obtaming recurrence relations for 
moments of A^  - th lower record has been considered. It is shown how to 
obtain known recurrence relations for moments of record values from 
Ffechet, Gumble, power, uniform and inverse Weibull distribution. We 
also discuss this problem for the /: - th upper record values. 
Chapter IV contains characterizations of distributions through conditional 
expectations of record values. Further, some of its unportant deductions 
are also discussed. 
In the end, comprehensive list of references referred into this dissertation 
has been given. 
Chapter I 
PRELIMINARIES AND BASIC CONCEPTS 
In this chapter we have presented those basic concepts and results which 
are needed to grasp the idea in subsequent chapters. 
1. Record Values and Record Times 
Suppose that Xj, X2, • • •, X„ is a sequence of independent and identically 
distributed random variables with df F(x). Let 
Y„=msx.{mm){Xi,X2,--',X„} for n>:l. We say Xj is an upper 
(lower) record values of {X„,n>\} , if 7y>(<)Iy_i ,j>\. By 
defmition Xi is an upper as well as lower record values. One can 
transform the upper record by replacing the original sequence of {Xj} by 
1 {-^y y>l} or if Pr(X,>0) = l for all / by ' , the lower 
record value of this sequence will correspond to the upper record values 
of the original sequence (AhsanuUah, 1995). 
The indices at which upper record values occur are given by the record 
times {C/(„)},??>0. That is A!'(/(„) is the n - t h upper record, where 
U{„)=ram{j\j>U(^„_l^,Xj>Xu(„-\),n>\} and C/(„)=l . The 
distribution of f/(„), n > 1 does not depend on F. Further, we will denote 
Z,(„) as the indices where the lower record values occur. By assumption 
^(1) = -^ (1) = 1 • The distribution of Lr^\ also does not depend on F. 
Record values are found in many situations of daily life as well as in 
many statistical applications. Often we are mterested m observing new 
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records and in recording them: e.g. Olympic records or world records in 
sports. 
Record values are defined by Chandler (1952) as a model of successive 
extremes in a sequence of identically and independent random variables. 
It may also be helpful as a model for successively largest insurance 
claims in non-life insurance, for highest water-levels or highest 
temperatures. Record values are also useful in reliability theory. 
To be precise, record values are defined by means of record times. That 
is, those times have to be described at which successively largest values 
appear. 
Chandler (1952) shows several properties of record values and notes their 
Markovian structure two recent books on records by Ahsanullah (1995) 
and Arnold et al. (1998) are worth mentioning. 
2. Distribution of Record Values 
Let R{x) be a continuous fimction of jc with R{x)=^-\nF{x\ 
0<F{x)<\ and F{x) = \-F{x) . Here 'In' is used for the natural 
logarithm. 
If we define F„(x) as the distribution function of A'(/(„) for « ^ 1 , then 
we have (Ahsanullah, 1995) 
Fi(x) = Pr[X(;(i) <x\ = Fix) (1.2.1) 
F2(x) = Pr[Xf/(2)<;c] 
= J J J:{F{u)iRiu)dF{u)dF{y) 
- 0 0 - 0 0 1 = 0 
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"" y dF(u) 
—00—00 
= \RiyW(y)- (1-2.2) 
—00 
Let F{x) has the density function f{x), then the probability density 
function (pdf) of Xu^2) is 
f2(x) = R(x)nx). (1.2.3) 
The distribution function F^ix) = Pr[X(/(3) ^  :JC] 
= ] f f;(F(«))'R(«)c/F(«)^F(y) 
—00—oo/=0 
" ' RM 
' 1-F(M) 
-00—CO 
= | ( ^ . ! F ( « ) . (1.2.4) 
- 0 0 
The pdf f3ix)ofXm2) is 
/3W = ^ ^ Y ^ / W , -<^<x<oo. (1.2.5) 
Hence 
/ „ « = i / ( « „ ) . . j , ^ . « „ - . . . . j ^ . . 
= | i^Ml^^(j,) , -oo<x<oo. (1.2.6) 
- 0 0 
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This can be expressed as 
FJx)= f — e""^M, -oo<jc<c» (n-lV. 
-00 
F„ix) = l-F„ix)^FixyZ ^^^""^^^ 
M J'' 
The pdf of ^c/(„) is 
•^ «(^ ) = T—T^^(^)' -«'<^<°° 0-2.7) 
The joint pdf fix\,X2,'",x„) of the n record values 
^U([) > ^ U(2)' • • •. ^ (/(«) is given by 
f(xi,X2,-,Xn) = r(xi)rix2),-",rix„-l)fix„), 
-co<xi<X2<---<x„-l<x„, (1.2.8) 
where 
r(x) = -^R(x) = - J ^ 0<F(x)<\ 
ax 1 - Fix) 
r{x) is known as hazard rate. 
The joint pdf of XUQ^ and ^(/(y) is 
' -^  (/-I)! ^ '^ ( 7 - / - I ) ! ^ 
-oo<;c/<A:y <oo. (1.2.9) 
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The conditional distribution of ^U{j') I ^ U(i) - ^i ^^ 
f(Xj,Xj) 
f{Xu(^j) I Xij(i) = Xi) = - J ^ 
{R(xj)-Rixi)y-'-^ fjxj) 
- c» < Xf < X / < oo , 
The marginal pdf of the «-th lower record value can be determined by 
using upper record values. If we use H{u) = -\nF(x), 0 < F{u) < 1 and 
h{u) = -^H{u), 
du 
then 
Pr(Xi(„)<.)=|M^(«) 
- 0 0 ^ ' " 
and the corresponding pdf fn{x) can be written as 
/«W = ^ ^ ^ ^ / W . (1.2.10) 
(«- l ) ! 
In particular at / = 1, / = «, we have 
f(xi,x„) = rixiy "' _" "" f(x„), -oo<xi<x„<oo, 
[n 1). 
The j oint pdf of -^^(i), ^ Z(2) >"'»^i(m) ^ ^ b® written as 
-oo<X;„ <Xjn-\ <-'<X\ <oo, 
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The joint pdf of Xi^j.) and ^^(5) is 
(r -1)! {s-r-1)! 
-oo<y<x<oo. (1.2.11) 
3. k- Records 
In some situations record values themselves are viewed as 'outlier' and 
hence second or third largest values are of special interest. Insurance 
claims in some non-life insurance can be used as an example. 
Let Zi,^2»*'*»^« ®^ ^  identically and mdependent sequence of random 
variables with a continuous distribution function F{x) and let ^ be a 
positive integer. 
Then the random variables 6^\n) is given by (Kamps, 1995b) 
# \ « ) = 1 
are called ^ - t h record times and the quantities ^ , (*) . .,neN are 
called A: -th record values or ^-records. 
We can obtain ordinary record values at ^ = 1. 
Thejoint density of the ^-records ^r(*),,x>-'-.^r(*), is given as 
=if [F{x,)f-^ fix,). (1.3.1) 
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and the marginal densities and marginal distribution functions are given 
by 
•/>m w=r^[^W]"nF(x)]*-Vw (1.3.2) 
L(*)(r) ( '•-1)! 
and 
r ix) = \-[Fix)f X \[kRix)]J. (1.3.3) 
4. Generalized Order Statistics 
Let F(x) be an absolutely continuous ^with pdf f(x) of r.v. X. Let 
-1 "~^ 
neN, n>2, k>0, fn = {mi,m2,'-',m„_\)e'iR^ , M^ . = 2]wy , such 
J=r 
that /^ =k + n-r + Mf. >0 for all r€{l,2,..-,/7-l}. Then X{r,n,m,k), 
r = \,2,"',n are called gos if their joint p4^ is given by 
Ylinx)]""^ f{Xi)[F{x„)r-^ f{x„) (1.4.1) 
«-l 
/=1 
- l / n . A . „ ^ „ ^ ^ „ . 1 7 - 1 . on the cone F \0+) <xi<X2^'--^x„< F~\l) of 9?". 
Choosing the parameters appropriately, models such as ordinary order 
statistics ( f / = « - i + l ; i = \,2,"',n , i.e. mj =m2 =---=m„_i =0 , 
k = i) , k- th record values (yj = k i.e. 
wj =/W2 =-" = m„_i = - 1 , keN). 
The joint density of the first r generalized order statistics (gos) is given 
by 
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fx(\,n,m,k),-;Xir,n,fn,k)(x\. ^2 .•".^r) 
= C, r-1 
fr-l _ ^ 
[/^(x,)] k+n-r+M^-l fix,) (1.4.2) 
on the cone F~^ (0+) < xj < ;C2 ^ • • • ^ x„ < F~^ (1). 
Here we may consider 
/Mj=m2=-"=/w„_i=OT 
The marginal density of the r - th generalized order statistics {gos) is 
given by [Kamps, 1995b] 
/jf(r..,m,it)W=(^[^w]^^"Vw^;"k^w) (1.4.3) 
and the joint pdf of A^(r,«,w,^)and X{s,nym,k)y \<,r<s<,n is 
fx{r,n,m,k),X{s,n,m,k) (^' y) 
Cc_ 5-1 E ^ / ^ M W _ / • - ! 
( r - l ) [ ( j - r - l ) ! [^W]" ^m H^W) 
xL/^ mC^ Cy)) - hmiF^xm'-'-' {F{y)Y^ "^  / (x)/(>') , (1.4.4) 
where 
/=1 
^/«W = 
1 (i^.xf-^^,m*-\ 
w + l 
- log(l-x) w = - l 
gmix)=^{\-trdt = h^{x)-h^(Qi), :ce[0,l). 
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5. Lower Generalized Order Statistics 
Generalized order statistics (gos) have been introduced and extensively 
studied by Kamps (1995), this can be easily applicable in practice 
problems except that when F{x) is so called inverse distribution 
function. In this case when F is an inverse distribution function, we 
need a concept of lower generalized order statistics (gos) [Pawlas and 
Szynal 2001b]. 
Let neN, k>l, w e 5?, be the parameters such that 
n-l 
/f.=k + n-r + M^>0, Mj. = ^nt:, for all r , 1 < r < « - 1 . 
J=r 
By the lower generalized order statistics from an absolutely continuous 
distribution function F{x) with the probability density function f{x) we 
mean random variables X'(l,n,m,k),A ,X'(n,n,m,k) having joint pdf 
of the form 
fn-\ ^ 
nrr 
\r=l J 
, /w, mnxjTJ f{xj) 
0=1 
\ 
mxn)^^'^ fixn) (1.5.1) 
.-1 
-L fo rF \\)>XY>X2>A>X„>F~\{Q) 
Here we may consider 
wi =m2=A = m„_i = m 
The pdf of r - th lower generalized order statistics is given by 
fx'ir,n,m,k) (^) = T ^ l ^ W l ^ " ' ^ /(^)(^m^(^))' '"^ • (1 -5.2) {r -1)1 
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The joint pdf of r - th and 5 -th lower generalized order statistics is 
fx\r,n,m,k),X'{s,n,m,k) i^^y) = (^  _ 1)1(7-r-1)!^ ^^"^^^ ^^^^ 
X g'n;^ {F{x))[hm {F{y)) - h^ (FCx))]^ "'"^ [F{y)Ys "1 / (^ ) , 
a<,y<x<>p, (1.5.3) 
where 
hmix) = ' ^ •x^'-^K m^-\ m + \ 
-logx, m = -\ 
and gmix) = hmix)-hf„{l), xe[0,l). 
6. Moments and Recurrence Relations 
Moments of record values are of great mterest in the general theory of 
linear estimation and prediction in location and scale families (see 
AhsanuUah (1980), Nagaraja (1984) and Johnson et ah (1994). 
The recurrence relations for moments of order statistics have been 
investigated extensively in the literature, and there are also a few results 
concerning moments of record values. There are many papers devoted to 
the study of recurrence relations of record values and ^ -th record values 
from several distributions. 
The recurrence relations for the single and product moments of record 
values can be used to calculate the different moments for any sample size 
in a simple regressive manner. 
The recurrence relations reduce the round off error for calculating the 
moments compare with the numerical mtegration techniques. When we 
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use the recurrence relations to calculate the moments, we need only few 
initial moments to be numerically calculated. 
Nagaraja (1978) provides the basic results on the topic of moments and 
their boimds. Grudzien and Szynal (1983) obtain an analogous result for 
k-record statistics. Kirmani and Beg (1984) and Lin (1987) characterize 
probability distributions based on the moments of record values. 
Balakrishnan et al. (1992), and Balakrishnan and Ahsanullah (1994) 
establish some recurrence relations for single and product moments of 
record values from Gumbel and generalized Pareto distributions, 
respectively. 
Udo Kamps (1992) has investigated recurrence relations for moments of 
record values for the general class of distribution and for some specific 
distributions. 
Arnold (1985) discussed the p-norm bounds on the moments of order 
statistics. Raqab (1997) develops bounds for the moments of ^-record 
values based on greatest convex minorants. 
Balakrishnan and Ahsanullah (1994a,b) established recurrence relations 
for single and product moments of record values from Lomax distribution 
respectively. Further Balakrishnan and Ahsanullah (1995) obtained 
recurrence relations for single and product moments of record values 
from exponential distribution. 
Pawlas and Szynal (1998) established relations for single and product 
moments of ^ - th record values from exponential and Gumbel 
distributions, whereas Pawlas and Szynal (1999) established relations for 
smgle and product moments of ^ - th record values from Pareto, 
generalized Pareto and Burr distributions. 
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Balakrishnan et al. (1993) obtained the recurrence relations for moments 
of record values from generalized extreme value distribution. 
Bieniek and Szynal (2002) derived recurrence relations for distribution 
functions and moments of ^ -th record values. 
Aleem (2005) established some Product, Ratio and Single moments of 
record values of inverse WeibuU distribution. 
Sultan (2007) established some new recurrence relations between the 
single moments of record values from the modified Weibull distribution 
as well as between the double moments. 
7. Characterizations Through Linear Regression 
Characterization of distributions through linearity of regression of order 
statistics, record values and generalized order statistics have been 
considered by many in the literature. 
For record values Nagaraja (1977) characterized continuous distributions 
by using the relation 
'^(^C/(r+l) I ^U{r) =x) = ax + b. 
Nagaraja (1988) also characterized distributions by means of 
Franco and Ruiz (1996) obtained the distribution function F from the 
conditional expectations 
^{^U{n-\)\^U{n)^A^ 
where /z is a real, continuous and strictly monotonic function. 
Wesolowski and Ahsanullah (1997) extended the result of Nagaraja 
(1977) and characterized the distributions for double order gap. 
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Lopez-Blazquez and Moreno-ReboUo (1997), Dembinska and 
Wesolowski (2000) and Athar et al (2003) characterized distributions by 
means of the relation 
E{Xu{r-\-i) I Xu(r) =x\ = ax + b. 
Gupta and Ahsanullah (2004) characterized distributions through 
conditional expectation of record values through 
E[^U{r+l) I Xu{r) =A = g{x), 
where g{x) may be non-linear but differentiable wri. x . Further 
Bairamov et al. (2005) characterized exponential type of distributions via 
regression on pairs of record values, where regression may not be Imear. 
Other characterizations results based on conditional expectations of non-
adjacent record values are given in Wu and Lee (2001), Raqab (2002) and 
Wu (2004). 
8. Some Distributions 
i) Exponential Distribution 
A random variable X is said to be exponentially distributed with 
parameters // and cr, cr> 0 if its pdf is of the following form 
/(x) = (j~^exp(-cr~^(x-//)), x>/j. (1.8.1) 
The corresponding distribution function F{x) of the random variable X 
is 
F{x) = \-exp{-(T~\x-M)), x^M (1.8.2) 
F{x) = \--fix) 
cr 
l -F(x) = i / ( x ) . (1.8.3) 
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Usage: The exponential distribution plays an important role in 
describing a large class of phenomena particularly in the area of 
reliability theory. The exponential distribution has many other 
applications. In fact, whenever a continuous random variable X 
assuming non-negative values satisfies the assumption 
Vr{X>s + t\X>s) = Vv{X>t)JoT2i\\s and/, 
then X will have an exponential distribution. This is particularly a very 
appropriate failure law when present does not depend on the past, for 
example, in studying the life of a bulb etc. 
ii) Generalized Extreme Value Distribution 
A random variable X is said to have the generalized extreme value 
distribution if its df is given by 
(1.8.4) F{x) = exp(-(l -
where 
cr>0, yi^^ 
and x<^-k-aly, 
x> fi + alyy 
If / = 0, 
then 
-y(j-\x-fi)i'y). 
y>0 
y<Q (1.8.5) 
F{x) = exp(-exp(-o- (;c - //))), <T>0,-OO<A:<OO 
the inverse df, F {x), can be written as 
F~\x)- ^ + (j{\'-(r\xiF)Y)^'l',Y^O 
//-c7ln(-lnF), y^a 
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We write X e G£F(//,o',r)if ^ the dfis given in (3.1.1). Since has 
\\m{\-r<T-\x-fi)f^ =exp(-<T"kx-//)) 
lim GEV(fi,CT,r) = GEV(^,cr,0). 
It is easily noted that for p' ^  0 
(1 - rx)nx) = F(x)(l - r:c)^^^ = -F(x)\nF(x). (1.8.6) 
Usage: This has been used m the analysis of data concerning floods, 
extreme sea levels and air pollution problems; for details see Jenkinson 
(1955), Gumbel (1958), Singpurwala (1972), Roberts (1979) and 
Horowitz (1980). 
ill) Generalized Pareto Distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a generalised Pareto distribution if 
its pdf and df are of the form given below 
j - i 
il + /3x)~^^-^^ \ x>0,^>0 
, - ! • /(^)=](i+)5x)-(i+«"), o<x<-r\fi<o 
,-x 
0, o.w. 
(1.8.7) 
The generalized Pareto distribution in (1.8.7) was introduced by Pickands 
(1975). Here, 
/(jc) = (l + )9x)-(^-^^"'>, x>0, ;5>0 
and the df is given by 
(1.8.8) 
l-F(x) = il + /3x)f{x), x^O, p>Q. (1.8.9) 
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Remark 1.8.1: For >f >0, GP{^,(J,p)\s known as Pareto type II or 
Lomax distribution. 
Remark .1.8.2: For p = -\, GP(//,cr,>5) coincide with the uniform 
distribution on (//, // + b"). 
Remark 1.8.3: The generalized Pareto distribution was introduced by 
Pickands(1975). 
Remark 1.8.4: For /3 = 0,GP{^,(j,fi) is the exponential distribution, 
and if ^ < 1/2, then GP{^,(7,P) has finite variance. 
Usage: Some of its applications mclude its uses in the analysis of the 
extreme events, in the modeling of large msurance claims and to describe 
the annual maxhnum flood at river gauging station. 
iv) Lomax Distribution 
Let us consider the Lomax distribution with the pdf 
/(x) = Kl + ^ r ^~^ ^ ^ 0 , r > 0 (1.8.10) 
and the df 
F(jc) = l - ( l + jcr^, ^ ^ 0 . (1.8.11) 
It is easy to see that 
(l + x)/(x) = r ( l - ^ W ) . ^ ^ 0 , y>0. (1.8.12) 
Remark 1.8.5: The Lomax distribution is also known as the Pareto II 
distribution (see Arnold (1983)), Lomax (1954) used this distribution in 
the analysis of business failure data. 
Usage: Lomax distribution has been used in connection with studied 
of income, size of cities and reliability modeling. 
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v) Power Function Distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a three parameter power function 
distribution if its probability density function is given by 
fix,a,J3,y) = 
0 
(1.8.13) 
Without any loss of generality a = 0 and fi = l i.e. 
'-1 
Ax) = r(i-xy~\o<x<i 0, o.w. (1.8.14) 
The df and corresponding d.f. is 
r(\-F{x)Y-^^{\-x)f{x). (1.8.15) 
Remark 1.8.6: If ^ ^ = 1, then f(x,a,fi,y) as given above coincides 
with the uniform distribution in the interval (a, a + J3). 
Usage: The power function distribution is used to approximate 
representation of the lower tail of the distribution of random variable 
having fixed lower bound. 
vi) Modified Weibull Distribution 
A random variable X is said to have the modified Weibull distribution 
(WMD) if its probability density function is given by 
f{x) = a{b + Jbc)x^~^e^exp(-ax^e^), a,X>0, b>0,x>0 
(1.8.16) 
while the distribution function df is given by 
F(x) = l-exp(-ax*e^), a,A>0, 6>0 ,x>0 . (1.8.17) 
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It is easy to derive the relation between the pdf and df of MWD given 
in (1.8.16) and (1.8.17), respectively as 
/ ^ = - l o g ( l - F ( x ) ) ^ ^ ^ . (1.8.18) 
1 - F(x) X 
Usage: This lifetime distribution is useful for modeling life time 
data with bath-tub shape or increasing hazard rate function, which are 
common in reliability analysis. 
vii) Weibull Distribution . 
Let {X„,n>l) be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables from standard 
Weibull distribution with pdf 
fix) = x^~^e~''^^^, jc>0,7>0 (1.8.19) 
and 
F(x) = l-e"(^^^>^^, x>0, ; '>0 (1.8.20) 
Remark 1.8.7: The of the Weibull distribution as given in (1.8.19) 
becomes identical with the pdf of Rayleigh distribution for ^ = 2. 
Remarlcl.8.8: The pdf of the Weibull distribution for / = l 
coincides with that of E{0,\). 
Usage: Weibull distribution is widely used in reliability and quality 
control. The distribution is also useful in cases where the conditions of 
strict randomness of exponential distribution are not satisfied. It is 
sometimes used as a tolerance distribution in the analysis of quanta 
response data. 
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viii) Burr Distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a Burr distribution if its probability 
density function is given by 
fix) = XTP^ 5-r. x>0,>9>0,A>0,r>0.(1.8.21) 
(y^  + x^r"^^ 
For the Burr distribution we have 
f{x\P + x'') = XT{\ - F{x))x''~^. (1.8.22) 
Remark 1.8.9: At r = 1, it coincides with Lomax distribution, and if 
A = 1 it is called Log-logistic distribution. 
ix) Pareto Distribution 
A random variable X is said to have the generalized Pareto distribution 
if its probability density function is of the form 
a 
fix) = ——, x>(7, <7>0,a>0. (1.8.23) 
Note that for a simple Pareto distribution we have 
f{x)x = {\-F{x))a. (1.8.24) 
Usage: Many socio-economic and naturally occurring quantities are 
distributed according to Pareto law. For example, distribution of city 
population sizes, personal income etc. 
x) Inverse Weibull Distribution 
The pdf and the df of inverse Weibull distribution is given by 
fix) = dpx-^P-'^^e-^'''\ d>0, p>0, 0^x<oo 
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F W = ^ / ( x ) . (1.8.25) 
Op 
xi) Uniform Distribution 
A random variable X is said to have a uniform distribution if its pdf is 
given by 
and the i^ is given by 
F{x) = {x-p)f{x). (1.8.26) 
Usage: This distribution is used in "rounding off errors, probability 
integral transformation, random number generation, traffic flow, 
generation of normal, exponential distribution etc. 
xii) Fr^chet Distribution 
The Fr^chet distribution is a special case of the generalized extreme value 
distribution. It has the distribution function 
F(x) = e"^ , x>0, 
where a > 0 is a shape parameter. It can be generalized to include a 
location parameter m and a scale parameter 5 > 0 with the cumulative 
distribution function 
f{x) = e V -^  > , x>m 
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and the probability density function is given as 
-1-a^-x -a f(x) = ax-'-"e 
fix) = a x-^-"" Fix). (1.8.27) 
Usage: It is important for modeling the statistical behavior of 
materials properties for a variety of engineering applications. 
xiii) Gumbel Distribution 
The pdf and the df of inverse Gumbel distribution is given by 
/(x) = - exp x-a 
P -exp 
'x-a'^ 
I P / . 
Fix) = 1 - exp 
-exp 
^x-a^ 
\ P 
(1.8.28) 
(1.8.29) 
Remark 1.8.10: The Gumbel distribution is a special case of the 
generalized extreme value distribution. 
Remark 1.8.11: An attractive feature of the Gumbel distribution is that 
the parameter equations provide an estimate of the mode. 
Usage: It used in industry in QAIQC applications and in the 
environmental sciences to model extreme values associated with flooding 
and rainfall. 
xiv) Negative Gumbel distribution 
The pdf and the 4^ of inverse negative Gumbel distribution is given by 
fix) = nPx~^~^e~^'' \ 0<;c<oo (1.8.30) 
F(x) = l-exp(-e^^^"^)), xe/? , ;^>0, / /e /J . (1.8.31) 
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Upon integrating by parts, we obtain 
£(x2(„,)-;^(x[;;;,)=^^^-^ 
{nlx''*\-\nF(x)f-^f{x)dc-lx'^\-la(F(x))'f(x)dx) 
^{£(X->p-£(X-V,))> 
The relation in (2.2.1) is derived upon rewriting the above equation. 
Remark 2.2.1: By starting with the first k raw moments of the 
generalized extreme value distribution, Theorem 2.2.1 will enable one to 
determine the first k raw moments of all the lower record values. 
Corollary 2.2.1: Forw^l 
l + £ E('^L(n+l))= 1 + - E(^L(n))-
K nj n 
(2.2.2) 
consequently, for « > 1 
^(^i(«H-i))=/"/ni+- - I -
/=i^ '>' i=i^ 
n-x^r 
1+ 
J) n 
(2.2.3) 
Proof: Relation (2.2.2) follows (2.2.3) by setting r = 0. Repeated 
application of (2.2.2) gives (2.2.3). 
Theorem 2.2.2 (Balakrishnan et al 1993): For m = 1,2,-
r,5 = 0,1,2,-
and 
^(^Z(wf/«+l)) 
1 
m 
^^^^-^{(r -H l)£(4'(;.„,i)) + m£(X2f^:i))} (2.2.4) 
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and for 1 ^  m ^ « - 2 and r,s = 0,1,2,' 
^(<-'.-»>=^TTTS^"'- * •)^ (^ ^^ !«)> ^  '^(^I'cX))) 
(2.2.5) 
Proof: From equation (1.2.11) let us consider for l^w^w and 
r,5 = 0,1,2,-•• 
E{xt''J.) - j^^xpy})= ^- \y'fi.y)Ky)dy 
^ L{m,n)^ ' ^ L{m,n)^ (m -1)!(« - m -1 ) ! ' ' 
1 
(m-l)!(n-m-l)! \j(x'-r^'''-')y\-\nF(x)) 
m-\ 
^(-\nF{y) + \nFix)f-"'-^f(y)dxcfy 
F{x) (2.2.6) 
where 
Ky) = K {-lnF(;c)}'"{-lnF(:F) + inF(;c)}"-'"-*fl&c 
upon using the relation in (1.9.6). By integrating by parts, we obtam 
when n = m + l that 
i(y) 
r + 1 
m \x''^\-\nFix)r-^ ^cix(-lnF{y)) m 
and when n>m + 2 
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iiy)= 
r + l 
mjx'"^\-\nF{x)} 
. y 
m-\ 
X-(« - m -1) jjc'"^^ {-lnF(x)r 
y 
^^{-\nF{y) + \nF{x)}''~'"-'^dx. 
Upon substituting the above expressions of I{y) into equation (2.2.6) and 
simplifying, we obtain when n = m + \ that 
m .(r+l,s) 7T[^(^i(;:';;i))-^(4^?i?)^ (2.2.7) 
and when n>m + 2 that 
^(4(;^!«))-?«(4''(mi) 
m 
~^^^^L{mln)) ~ ^ (^Z(m+l,«)^l- (2.2.8) 
The recurrence relations in (2.2.5) and (2.2.6) follow simply by rewriting 
equations (2.2.7) and (2.2.8), respectively. 
Corollary 2.2.3: For m = 1,2, • • • 
^(^Z(m,m+1)) = -^[EiXLim+i)) - '"^(^fm+l))] (2-2.9) 
and for 1 < m ^ n - 2 
^(^I(m.«)) = -^[EiX^r,))- '«^(^I(mH-U))] (2.2.10) 
Proof: Relations in (2.2.9) and (2.2.10) follow from Theorem 2.2.2 
simply by settmg r = 0 and j = 1. 
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Remark 2.2.2: The recurrence relations in (2.2.9) and (2.2.10) will 
enable one to determine the product moments (and hence the covariance) 
of all lower record values in a simple recursive manner. 
Corollary 2.2.4: For m = 1,2,- • • 
Cov{Xi(jn)Xi(jn+\)) = -^^—Co\{X i(jn^.\)X Kjn+i)) (2.2.11) 
and for 1 < w < n - 2 
where 
.(0=. r ( r - l ) . . - ( r - / + l) / = 1,2,-
1 / = 0 
Proof: From equations (2.2.9) and (2.2.2), we simply obtain 
m + y 
[ ^ ^ mj m + 
^^-^K^Km+l)) 
m + y 
m 
—cov(A'{7(;„+i)»^Uim+V)) 
m-ty 
which is the relation in (2.2.11). 
Similarly, from equations (2.2.10) and (2.2.2) we obtain 
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= - ^ ^i^Lin) ) + '«^(^X(m+l,n) )} 
- £(^i(«))|^(^Z(m+l)) + -j— 
= — — CoviXi^ffi+i), Zx(„) ) 
upon repeated application of the above relation and use of (2.2.11), we 
derive the relation in equation (2.2.12). 
Proceeding along the same lines as in Theorem 2.2.2, we can prove the 
following two recurrence relations. 
Theorem 2.2.3 (Balakrishnan et al 1993): For m = 1,2, • • • and 
r,5 = 0,1,2,-•• 
^(4(Ci^-.2))=(1+K^+i)}(^(4^!';^li)) - (^  -^  w4'^!«^i)) 
+ '"{^(4(:';i^ - ^(4-Hm^2)) (2.2.12) 
and for \<m<n-2 and r,5 = 0,1,2,-•• 
(2.2.13) 
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Proof: From equation (1.2.11), let us consider for l<>m<,n and 
r,5 = 0,1,2,-•• 
^i^L(m,n) ^^^L(m,n)) ^rn-DKr^-m-iy. 
X (-lnF{y) + InFix))"-""-^ fiy)dydx 1 lx''{-\nF{x))"'-^^^Jix)(h, (2.2.14) 
(w-l) ! («-m-l)!^ F(x) 
where 
j(x) = J'':^;^(-lnF(:^;) + lnF(jc))""'""^F(>;)(-lnF(>'))^ 
upon using the pdf. By writing 
J{x) = j"" y'{-]nF(y) + InFix)}"'"" F(y)dy 
+ {-\nF(x)} j''y\-\nF(y) + InFix))"-""-^F(y)dy 
and then integrating by parts, we obtain when « = m + l that 
•^ (^ > = -T;\i'y'^^f(y^^ - j'/^h-^nFiy) + ]nF{x))}/(y)ciy] 
5 + 1 •• 
S + \ ' 
and when n>m + 2 that 
^ W = - ^ [ ( « - /w) J^>'"-'^  {-\nF(y) + \nF{x)}fiy)ciy 
5 + 1 
- f j-^+'^lnf (y) + lnFW}"-"'/0,)4.] 
5 + 1 
X l^y'^\-\nF(y) + lnF(jc)}«-'«-V(>')4'. 
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Upon substituting the above expressions of J(x) into equation (2.2.14) 
and simplifying, we obtain when w = /w + l that 
^t(£(4(Ci'.,))-£(4(;::Jil2)) 
+ «{£(4'(;;V/ -£(xf(^:«„,2)}] (2.2.15) 
and when « > w + 2 that 
£(4?m!„)-'«(4(m:«)) 
s + 
L-[(« - m){E{X<[^*^l) - £(4;'^;„'>,)} 
Relations in (2.2.13) and (2.2.14) are derived simply by rewriting 
equations (2.2.15) and (2.2.16), respectively. 
It is also important to mention here that the method used in proving 
Theorems 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 can be extended to derive recurrence relations 
for product moments involving more than two record values. For 
example, by following the steps of Theorem 2.2.2, we can show that 
for l<«i <«2 <"-<«it'"3 ~"1 ^2 and T\,r2,-'•r^= 0,1,2,--• 
Z(«i,/ii+l,...,»jt) „j + ^ ( ^ + i ) 
xL+l)£(47•'•^'''2'•••''•*) .+mE(X^;}^Y? '**^  ^ 1 
\^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Z(ni,«2,«3,...,«)fc) i "^  L(ni+ln2,...,nk)J 
(2.2.17) 
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and for \<n\ <n2 <• • •<%,"2 - « l ^ 2 and n»r2»'"'> =0>1,2,'" 
1^^ A ^ ^ I(«l,«2,«3,-.«jt) ^ ^ I(/7i+l,/?2 , - , « * ) ; 
(2.2.18) 
3. Generalized Pareto Distribution 
Using equations (1.9.9), (1.2.7) and (1.2.9), following recurrence 
relations satisfied by single and product moments of record values can be 
established. 
Theorem 2.3.1 (Balakrishnan and Ahsanullah 1994): For the 
existence of the (r +1) - th moment we need to assume (A* +1) fi<l. 
The recurrence relations of the single moments are derived assuming their 
existence. 
^ ( ^ & ( i ) > = r i ^ ^ ^ ' ^ i)^(^&(«)>+^(^&(i)» (2.3.1) 
fory0<(r + l)~^ 
Proof: For « > 1 and r = 0,1,2, • • • we have 
= J^' 7 - ^ [ - l n a - F{x))r-^ (1 + fix)f{x)dx 
= 7 ^ jx' (-ln(l - Fix)))"-^ (1 - F(x))cix. 
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Integrating by parts treating x^ for integration and the rest of the 
integrand for differentiation, we get 
= f n! n . H " - l)K''^{-ln(l - F(x))}'^-2(/(;c))^ (r + l)(«-l)! I 
+ Jx''+l{-ln(l-F(x))}«-VW] 
The relation in (2.3.1) is derived simply by rewriting the above equation. 
Remark 2.3.1: The recurrence relation in Theorem 2.4.1 can be used 
in a simple recursive manner to compute all the single moments of all 
record values. By setting r = 0 in (2.4.1) for example, we get the relation 
^(^(/(«)) = Y ^ { l + ^ (^t/(«-l))}, n>l,fi<\. (2.3.2) 
Repeated application of (2.4.2) will readily yield 
1 1 1 1 
^(^f/(/?)) = :;—7 + 5- + "- + - = — 
J 
an expression given by Ahsanullah (1992). 
Theorem 2.3.2 (Balakrishnan and Ahsanullah 1994): For m ^ 1 and 
r, J = 0,1,2,-.. 
^(^(/(m)^l^(m+l)) = \-{^s + \)p^^^ "*" ^ ^^^^^('n)^&^'«+l)) 
+^(^&(^)')]»/^<77Y (2.3.3) 
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for 1 < m ^ w - 2 and r,5 = 0,1,2,-
^(^C/(m)4'(«))-i_(, + i )^ 
x[(. +1)£(^&(,)^^(„)) + E(X'^^^^X^\l^_,^)] 
P< 
s + \ 
(2.4.4) 
Proof: From (1.2.9), let us consider for l ^ m ^ « - 2 and 
r , j = 0,1,2,-•• 
s+\ 
^(^C/(m)^&(«)) + P^^^lJ{m)^U{n)^ 
x<y 
^ \x' {-ln(l - F{x))}'"-^ -J^^^I{x)dx, 
(m-l)!(«-m-l)! ' ' ^ ^ ^ ^ l -F (x ) ^ ^  
(2.3.5) 
where 
\n-m-\ I{x) = \ / (1 + )^){-ln(l - F{y)) + ln(l - F(x))}''- '"-^ f{y)dy 
y>x 
\n-m-\ + \y'^' {-ln(l - F(y)) + ln(l - Fix))^-'"-' f{y)dy]. 
Integrating by parts treating y^ for integration and the rest of the 
integrand for differentiation, we obtain when n = m + \ that 
/(x) = 1 
5 + 1 
-x'^\\-F{x))+ l/-'\y)dy 
y>x 
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and when ntm + 2 that 
s + \ 
l/'-k-Hl - F{y)) + ln(l - F(x))r-'"-^ fiy)dy 
y>x 
+ jy'-"^ (- ln(l - F(y)) + ln(l - Fix)))"''"-^ /(y)^]. 
y>x 
Upon substituting the above expressions of I{x) in equation (2.3.5) and 
simplifying the resulting equations, we obtain when n = m + l that 
and when n>m + 2 that 
The relations in (2.3.3) and (2.3.4) are derived simply by rewriting the 
above two equations. 
Remark 2.3.3: The recurrence relations presented in Theorem 2.3.2 
can be used in a simple recursive manner to compute all the product 
moments of all record values. It is known that the generalized Pareto 
distribution has finite variance if )&<l/2. In this case, by setting r = 1 
and 5 = 0 in (2.3.4), we get 
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which, together with (2.3.5) immediately yields 
CoviXu(m)^U(m+l)) = JT^ '^^ '^C^C/Cm)) • (2.3.6) 
Similarly, by setting r = 1 and 5 = 0 in (2.3.5), 
we get for n^m + 2 
^iXu(jn)^U(n)) = J—^('^(^C/(m)-^C/(„-l))) 
which, together with (2.3.3), readily implies 
Cov{Xu^jn) > Xu{n) ) = J " ^ ^O'^iXuim) > ^ Uin-\) ) 
^—-VariXui^)). (2.3.7) 
(i-y^y 
(2.3.7) and (2.3.8) were noted earlier by AhsanuUah (1992). 
Remark 2.3.4: Upon letting the shape parameter fi tend to 0 in the 
recurrence relations presented in Theorems 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 .We simply 
deduce the relations for the single and product moments of upper record 
values from the standard exponential distribution established by 
Balakrishnan and AhsanuUah (1993). 
Theorem 2.3.3 (Balakrishnan and AhsanuUah 1994): For 1 ^  m ^ « - 2 
and r,5 = 0,1,2,-'• 
^^^U(m)^U(m+l)^ = ( M ^ 
-ir^mX'u(m/u(m.l))^ (2.3.8) 
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and for 1 < OT ^  n - 2 and r^s = 0,1,2, 
-r+l vs 
^(^f / (m)^f / (m)) - (^ + W 
-r+l „5 r+1 v/*+l 
X [^(^t/(m)^C/(«-l)) ~ ^(^f/(m-l)^t/(w-l)" ' ' '^(«-l)^ 
- (r + l)£(X^(„))], (2.3.9) 
Proof: From (1.3.12), let us consider for l < w ^ « - 2 and 
r , j = 0,1,2,-•• 
^^^U{rn)^U(ji)^ ''• ^^[^f/(w)^C/(«)3 
x<y 
1 
(w- l ) ! (« -w- l ) ! J>'V(>')^(>')^> (2.3.10) 
where 
J{y)^ \x'{\ + l3x){-H^-F{x))) 
x<y 
m-\ 
x{-lnil-Fiy)) + \n{l-F(x))} n-m-\ 
f fix) \ 
l -F(x), dx 
y (-ln(l - F{x))r-\-\n{\ - F{y))) 
x<y 
+ ln(l-F(x)f-"'-^dx. 
Integrating by parts treating x'' for integration and the rest of the 
integrand for differentiation, we obtain when n = m + l that 
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J(y) = -^[/-"h-Hl - Fiy))}""-^ - (m -1) 
r + 1 
J x'-^'{-ln(l-F(x))}'"-2-iM^<fa] 
and when n>m + 2 that 
J{y) = -^kn-m-l) 
r + 1 
jjc'"-^ ^ {-ln(l - F(x))}'"~^ {-ln(l - F(y) + ki(l - F(x))} 
x<y 
\-F{x) ^ ^ •' ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ ' x<y 
n-m-2 
{-ln(l - Fiy)) + hi(l - F(x))}"-'"-^ ^ ^ ^ 
l -F(x) _ 
Upon substituting the above expressions for J(y) in equation (2.3.10) 
and simplifymg the resulting equations, we obtain when n-m + \ that 
r+1 vs 
and when n>m + 2 that 
The relations (2.3.8) and (2.3.9) are derived simply by rewriting the 
above two equations. 
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Remark 2.3.5: The recurrence relations presented in Theorem 2.3.3 
will also enable one to obtain all the product moments of all record values 
in a simple recursive manner. 
Proceeding similarly, one may derive recurrence relations for higher 
order product moments of record values as well. For example, by 
proceeding in a manner analogous to Theorem 2.3.1, we may establish 
the following two relations 
For l<wi <W2 <--*<Wjt and /|r2,"-rjt+i =0,1,2,-•• 
f k 
. ^t/(m,)^C/(m;fc+i) 
V/=l 
l-(a+i+l);^ [(a-fi+l)^ 
(k-\ 
+ E (2.3.11) 
and for 1<OTI <m2 <---<OT;t+l-1 and ^r2,--T;t+i = 0,1,2, 
n y^i y^k+X +1 
1 
i-(a+i+i) 
\ 
V/=l 
when 
P< 1 
a+1 +1 
(2.3.12) 
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4. Lomax Distribution 
Using equations (1.9.12), (1.2.7) and (1.2.9), following recurrence 
relations satisfied by single and product moments of record values can be 
established. 
Theorem 2.4.1 (Balakrishnan and AhsanuUah 1994): For « > 2, 
r = 0,l,2,--- and r + \<y 
^(^yw)=7i7ri^(^^w>-^7i7iT^(^^^l»-i))- (2.4.i) 
Proof: From (1.2.7), for « > 2, and r = 0,1,2, 
00 
^(^L(n)+^U(;))= l(^''+x'^')fn(x)dx 
0 
—^Jix' (1 + x){-ln(l - F{x))}f„ix)dx 
{n-\)\ ^ x' (-ln(l - Fix))f-\l - F{x))dx 
_ y 
y + \ 
00 
00 
-K +1 1 / l_/ i z7/„^^^W-2 0 ("-2) {-H\-F{x))r-'f{x)dx 
r 
—{Ei-^uin) + -^uln-l))). 
where the last but one step follows by integrating by parts. The 
recurrence relation in (2.4.1) is derived simply by rewriting the above 
equation. 
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Corollary 2.4.1: By repeatedly applying the recurrence relation in 
(2.4.1) we get for n>.2,\<,m<>n-\ and /• = 0,1,2,--- and Y>r + \ 
£(^yw)= 
r r + l 
Ir-'--!. 
\n-m-\( y \P 
^ ( ^ l / ( « - p ) ) 
.n-m 
r-r-i. ^^^u\m)^-
(2.4.2) 
Corollary2.4.2: Write (r +1)^^^ =1 for p = 0,p = (r + l)-(r-p)for 
p>\. By repeated application of the recurrence relation in (2.4.1), we 
obtain for «>2, r = 0,1,2,-• • and y>r + \ 
(2.4.3) 
Theorem 2.4.2 (Balakrishnan and Ahsanullah 1994): For w > 1 and 
r,j = 0,l,2,---, r + l<x and s + \<y 
^^^U(m)^U(m+\)^-
5 + 1 
r-s-i ^^^U{m)^U(m+\)^ 
(2.4.4) 
and for 1 < m < « - 2 and r,s - 0,1,2,- • • 
^ (^C / (m)^a (n ) ) - ^_^_ i^ (^&(m)^Lr (n ) ) 
•^  ^ ;r7ij^(^&(/«)^f/("/l-i)) • (2.4.5) 
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Proof: From (1.2.9) let us consider for 1 ^ w < « - 2 and r, ^  = 0,1,2, • • • 
0 
where 
\ ' {-ln(l - Fix))^-^ -J^I(x)dx, (2.4.6) 
lix) = ]>;^(1 + >;){-ln(l - F(x)) + ln(l - Fix))}"-'"-^f(y)ciiy) 
= r]y'{-H^ - F(y)) + ln(l - F{x))f-"'-\l - F{y)}d{y) 
\/''^Ay)ciy - x'"-^ {1 - Fix))}"-""-^ f(y)cfy 
5 + 1 
-(n-m- l)]iy'^^ {- ln(l - F{y) - (1 - F(x))}«-'"-2 f{y)dy 
X 
ntm + l. 
The last two equations are derived by integrating by parts. Upon 
substituting the above expressions of I{x) in equation (2.4.6) and 
simplifying the resulting equations, we obtain n = m + Ithat 
^^^U(m)'^U(m+\)^'^ ^(^f/(m)^C/(m+l)) 
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and when n-m^2 that 
^^^U{m)^U{n)^ •*" ^^^U{m)^V{n)^ 
= J^l^^^^U{m)^'u{n)^ • ^^^U{m)^U{n-\)^^' 
The recurrence relations m (2.4.4) and (2.4.5) are derived simply by 
rewriting the above equations. 
Corollary 2.4.3: For w ^ 1 and y > 1 
CoAXuimyXu^m^X^ = -7J^^K^[/ (m)) (2-4.7) 
and for 1 < w < « - 2 
Co^iXu^^),Xu^n)]^-^Co^iXu^f„)Xu^n_l)^\ (2.4.8) 
Consequently, for 1 ^ m < n - 1 
/ \n-m 
Cov[Art/(^),^t/(„)] = I - ^ VariXu^rn)) (2-4.9) 
Proof: (2.4.7) follows from (2.4.1) and (2.4.4), and (2.4.8) from (2.4.7) 
and (2.4.5) yields (2.4.9). 
Corollary 2.4.4: By repeated application of the recurrence relations in 
(2.4,4) and (2.4.5), we get fromw > 1 ,/*,5 = 0,1,2,--• / > r +1 and; '>s +1 
5+1 (5-l)(^> 
^L^C/(m)'^C/(m-M)J-?' t o ( r - ^ - l + p)^^^^^ ^^'"^ 
(2.4.10) 
*t,l (5 + l)(^) 
(2.4.11) 
^L^C/(w)'^(/(«)J-?' -^^, _ 1 ^ ^(p+1) ^^^f/(/«)'^C/(/») ^ 
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Theorem 2.4.3 (Balakrishnan and AhsanuUah 1994): For m'^2 and 
r,5r = 0,1,2,'•• 
ET v-r+l y s i _ y fir/'vr+5+l\ c/y'*+l y* •* 
-^(^^(;„)^&(n)) (2.4.12) 
and for 2 < m ^  n - 2 and r,5 =;0,1,2,---
c/v'*+l V* \ _ y^  rir/y^+-5+l\ i r /v ' '+l v* \ 
~ ^(^C/(w)^C/(«-l))^ " ^(^&(m)^C/(«)) • 
(2.4.13) 
Proof: From (1.3.12), let us consider for 2<m<>n-\ and 
/•,j = 0,l,2,-. 
^^'^U{m)^U{n) •^^t/(w)^f/(/i)) 
= /{(^'•Z + x'^^/f^^„{x,y))dxdy (2.4.14) 
0^x<;'<oo 
1 
(m-l)!(«-/«-l)!^ 
where 
(^>^ ) = \x' (1 + :c){-ln(l - Fix)}""-^ 
0 
J>'V(:)')^(>')^, (2.4.15) 
{-ln(l - F{y)) + ln(l - F{x))f-'^-^ -M^d{x) 
(l-F(jc) ^ ^  
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= r K ( - l n ( l - F ( x ) ) r - l 
0 
{-ln(l - F(y)) + ln(l - F(x))}""'""^ dx 
- ^ [/"-^ {-ln(l - Fiy))}"^-^ - (m -1) 
r + 1 
.^[{n-m-1) jx'-^l {-ln(l - Fix)))^-^ - = ^ 
r + 1 ^. \-F{x) 0 
{-ln(l - F{y)) + ln(l - F(x))}""'""2^ 
- (w -1) Jjc''-'^  {-ln(l - F{x))f-'^ - ^^^^ 
0 F{x) 
{-ln(-ln(l-F(>;)) + ln(l-/'(x)f~'""^£&], n>m + 2. 
As before the last two equations are obtained by integration by parts. 
Upon substituting the above expressions of J(y) in (2.4.15) and 
simplifying the resulting equations, we obtain n = m + l that 
-r+l vs 
^^^Uim)^U(m+\)''" ^Uim)^Uim+r)^ 
—{^(^Uim) ) ~ ^ (^C/(OT-l)^t/(m) )^ 
r 
and when n>m + 2 that 
rr+1 
^^^Uim)^Uin)'^^Uim)^U(n)^ 
- ~[^^^^U(m)^U(n-\)^ ~ ^^^Uim-l)^Uin-l)^^ 
the recurrence relations in (2.4.12) and (2.4.13) are derived simply by 
rewriting the above equations. 
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Corollary 2.4.5: By repeated application of the recurrence relation in 
(2.4.12) and (2.4.13), we obtain for w^l , r ,5 = 0,l,2,---p^>r + l and 
y>s + \ 
^^-^Uimy^Uin)^ 
m-\ 
X ("~T(^(^&(m^p)) - Ei^U{m-p)Xu{m-p+\))) 
and for 1 < m < n - 2 and r^s = 0,1,2,-
^(^[/(m)'^&(n)) 
m-\ 
p=0 
r ^ \P 
\r-\-\. ^J^l^^^^u\m-p)^U{n-p-\)) 
- ^i^U{m-p)^U{n-p)^^' 
5. Exponential Distribution 
Using (1.2.7) and (1.2.9) for cr = l, // = 0, some simple recurrence 
relations satisfied by single and product moments of record values are 
given by the following theorems. 
Theorem 2.5.1 (Balakrishnan and Ahsanullah 1995): For «^1 and 
^ = 0,1,2,-. • 
^^^ut)) = E{X\j%_,^ )Hr^ 1)£(^&(„)) 
and consequently, for 0 < /« < n -1 we can write 
(2.5.1) 
-r+l rr+\ n 
p=m+\ 
(2.5.2) 
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with 
Proof: We have from (1.2.7), for w ^ 1 and r = 0,1,2- • • 
00 
^^^^('^)^=Ti)^^'^^^^^^"''^^^^^ 0 
00 
= -^\x'{R{x)r-\\-F{x)}dx 
r(«)n 0
since fix) = 1 - F(x). 
Upon integrating by parts treating x*" for integration and rest of the 
integrand for differentiation, we obtain 
V Uiny (Y{n){r + \)y^ ^ ^ ^^ "^  ^ ^  
-{n-\)£x'^\Rix)f-^fix)dx] 
(r + 1) •" 
- ^X'-*\R{X)]"-^ f(x)dx] 
which, when rewritten, gives the recurrence relation in (2.5.1). Then, by 
repeatedly applying the recurrence relation (2.5.1), we simply derive the 
recurrence relation in (2.5.2). 
Remark 2.5.1: The recurrence relation in (2.5.1) can be used in a 
simple way to compute all the simple moments of all record values. 
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Theorem2.5.2(BalakrishnanandAhsanullah 1995): For m^\ and 
r,j = 0,1,2,-•• 
^^^[Jim)^ht)^ - ^^^uXr^)^ -^  (^  -^  1)^(^&(..1)) • (2.5.3) 
and for \<m<,n-l and r,j = 0,1,2,-•• 
(2.5.4) 
Proof: We have from (1.2.12), for l ^ m ^ « - 2 and /•,^  = 0,1,2,--• 
(2.5.5) 
where 
I{x) = J;;^  {/?(>;) - i?(x)}«-'"-l / (> ' )^ 
= ];c'' {/?(:>/) - R{x))''-'"-^ (1 - F(>;)}^ 
0 
since f{y) = \-F{y). 
Upon integrating by parts treating y^ for mtegration and the rest of the 
integrand for differentiation, we obtain n = m + l that 
/(x) = - i - l l/-'^f{y)dy - ;c^-^ni" i^(^)}l 
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and when n^m + 2 that 
1 
I{x) = (s + l) ^y'^^ {Riy) - Rix)}"-""-^ f{y)dy 
-in-m- l^'l/'-hRiy) - R(x)f-^-^ fiy)dy 
X 
(2.5.6) 
Upon substituting the above expression of I(x) in equation (2.5.5) and 
simplifying, we obtain when n = m + \ that 
and when n>m + 2 , that 
^^U{m)^Uin)^ = ~l^^^U{m)^U{n)^" ^^C/(m)^C/(/i-l)l^ 
The recurrence relations in (2.5.3) and (2.5.4) follow readily when the 
above two equations are rewritten. 
Remark 2.5.2: By repeated application of the recurrence relation in 
(2.5.4), with the help of relation in (2.5.3) we obtain for w > w +1 that 
p=m+l 
(2.5.7) 
Corollary 2.5.1: For n>m + \, 
Cov{Xu(^f„), Xf/(„)) = Var{Xu(m)) 
Proof: By setting r = 1 and j = 0 in (2.5.7), we obtain 
E{Xu^m)^U(n)) = ^ (^^^^^) + (« " m)E(Xu(m)) • (2-5.8) 
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Similarly, by setting r = 0 in (2.5.2), we obtain 
E{Xu^n))^E{Xrn)'r{n-m), m>m (2.5.9) 
With the help of (2.5.7) and (2.5.8), we also obtained forn^m + l 
Cov{Xu{m) > ^ U(n)) = ^ iXu{m)^Uin) ) " ^i^m ^^i^Uim) ) 
= E{XI M{n-m)E{Xu(^m)) 
U(m) ^ ' 
{^(^C/(m))}^-(«-'")^(^C/(m)) 
^y^AXuirn))' 
Corollary 2.5.2: By repeated application of the recurrence relations in 
(2.5.3) and (2.5.4), we also obtained for w > 1 
and for 1 < m < « - 2 
/7=0 
Where 
(5 + 1)^=1 and (j + l)('^=(j + l)j..-(5-0 for / ^ l . 
Remark 2.5.3: The recurrence relations in equation (2.5.3) and 
(2.5.4) can be used sunple way to compute all the product moments of all 
record values. 
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Theorem 2.5.3 (Balakrishna and AhsanuUah 1995): For w ^ 2 and 
r,5 = 0,1,2,-•• 
(2.5.10) 
and for 2 < m < n - 2 and r^s - 0,1,2,- - -
^t^C/(w-l)^C/(«-l)] 
= E^^'uUxhin-X)\ - C'- + l)^[^&(;n)^&(;«+l)] • (2-5-1D 
Proof: From (2.5.6), let us consider for 2 ^ w : ^ « - 2 and 
r,5 = 0,1,2,--
0000 
00 
00 
(w- l ) ! («-w- l ) !^ 
where 
\/fiy)Jiy)dy. (2.5.12) 
00 
m-\i i„/i Tr(^\\\n-m-\ f\^) Ay) = jx' {-ln(l - F(x))}'"-1 {-ln(l - ^(jc))}"-'"-^ r ^ ^ 
A 1 - /^(x) 
00 
= Jx''{-ln(l-F(x))}"'-l{-ln(l-F(x))} 
0 
{-ln(l-F(>^))}"-"'-^^ 
since /(x) = 1 - F(x), 
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Upon integrating by parts treating x^ for integration and the rest of the 
integrand for differentiation, we obtain n = m +1 that 
Ay) = ^ {/^^ {-ln(l - F(x))}'"-^) - (m -1) 
r + 1 
V""^ {-ln(l - F(x))}'"-2 -^^dx 
Q I r\X) 
and when n>m + 2 that 
J{y) = ^ [ ( « - m -1) Jx'-^l {-ln(l - FW)}'"-^ - ^ 
r + 1 ^ 1-i^W 
{-ln(l - F{y))}) + (-hi(l - i^ (x))}''"'"~2a&c 
-im-\)^x''-\-\n{\-F{x)))^-'-^^dx 
{-ln(l - F{y))}) + {-hi(l - F{x))f-'^~^ dx 
{-ln(l - F(>;))}) + {-hi(l - F{x))f-'^-'^ dx\. 
Upon substituting the above expression of I{x) in equation (2.5.5) and 
simplifying, we obtain when n = m +1 that 
and when n>m + 2 
The recurrence relations of equations (2.5.10) and (2.5.11) follow readily 
when the above two equations are written. 
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Corollary 2.5.3: By repeated application for the recurrence relations in 
(2.5.3) and (2.5.4), we also obtained for 2 ^ /w ^  « - 1 and r,s = 0,1,2,- • • 
r+1 s r+s+\ ""^ 
p=m 
Corollary 2.5.4: By repeated application for the recurrence relations in 
(2.5.3) and (2.5.4), we also obtained for m > 2 
p=m 
and for 2 < m ^ « - 2 
r+1 , 
p=0 
where (r + l)^'as as defined earlier. 
It is also important to mention here that this approach can be easily 
adopted to derive recurrence relations for product moments mvolving 
more than two record values. 
6. Power Function Distribution 
Using equations (1.9.15), (1.2.7) and (1.2.9) tiie following recurrence 
relations satisfied by single and product moments of record values can be 
established. 
Theorem 2.6.1 (Ahsanullah 1995): For « > 2, r = 0,1,2, • • • 
^(^^(»))=7^^(^?'(-.))+TTTTI^^^^"-!)) ('-^ -'^  
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Proof: From (1.2.7) for « > 2, r = 0,1,2, • • • 
0 
00 
= — 1 — \x'{-W-F{x))}''-\\-F{x)}dx 
(«-l)'-n 
00 1 
+ 1 .J («-l)! 0 
0 («-2)'. 
where the last but one step follows by integrating by parts. The 
recurrence relation in (2.6.1) is derived simply by rewriting the above 
equation. 
Theorem2.6.2(Ahsanullah 1995): For m>\, r,s = 0,1,2,-• • 
^(^f/(m)^Lr'(m+l)) = [^ + ^ ^ 1 J^(^f/(m)^&(m+l)) 
and for \<m<n-l and r , j = 0,1,2,-•• 
^(^f/(w)^Lr"(»)) = +^ + i^(^t/(m)^&(«)) 
•*"7777I^^^f/(w)^^(«-l)) (2.6.3) 
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Proof: From (1.2.9) let us consider for 1 < w < « - 1 and r,s = 0,1,2,- • • 
^^^ C/(w)^  Uin) " ^  f/(m)^ Uin)> 
0<x^y<oo 
1 
(m-l)!(n-m-l)! 
X Jx'- {-ln(l - Fix))r-^ JM^j(x)dx. (2.6.4) 
/(x) = jy' (1 - >;){-ln(l - F{y)) + ln(l - F(x))}«-'"-7(>;)t/(y) 
= r 1/ {-ln(l - F(y)) + ln(l - FW)}"""-* {1 - Fiy)}diy) 
r r f-.5+l-r/.A J.. „5+l ^ [ J/""V(>')^ - '^""Ul - ^ W } ] , for « = m + 2 
5 . . Q 
^^  r f..J+l/"/-AJL. „5+lfi E'/'„\\in-OT-l 
.s + 1 ' 
- (« - m -1) J>'^ -^ 1 {-ln(l - F(y) - (1 - FCx))}""'"-V(>')4'], 
X 
n>m + 2. 
The last two equations are derived by integrating by parts. Upon 
substituting the above expressions of I{x) in equation (2.6.6) and 
simplifying the resulting equations, we obtain n^m + Ithat 
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and when n-m'^2 that 
^^^U{m)^U{n)^ ~ ^^^U{m)^U{n)^ 
The recurrence relations in (2.6.4) and (2.6.5) are derived simply by 
rewriting the above equations. 
Theorem 2.6.3 (Ahsanullah 1995): For m > 2 and r,5 = 0,1,2,-• • 
^^^Uimy^U(m+\)^ -y^^^^^Uim) ) " ^^^Uim-l)^U(m)^^ 
and for 2 < w < w - 2 and r,s = 0,1,2,- • -
i7>/y-r+l v"-*^  \ _ / f F/y^+-^+1 \ c/" y'*+l yS \ 
^^^ U(m)' "^  U{n) > ~ 77f ^^^"^ U{m) f'^y^ U(m)^ U(n-l) ^  
" ^^^U{m)^U{n-\)^^ ~ ^ ^^U{m)^Uin) ^ * 
(2.6.6) 
Proof: From (1.2.9), let us consider for 2 < w < « - 1 and r, j = 0,1,2,- - • 
Wf Y^ V^ YS+\ yS \ 
^^^Uim)^Uin) ~^U(m)^Uin)^ 
= il(x''/+x'^^/)f^^„(x,y)dxcfy {2.6 J) 
0<>x<y<co 
, 1 
7—TTz l/nyWy)dy. (2.6.8) 
(m-l)!(«-m-l)!^ 
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where 
y 
m-l 
0 
{-ln(l - F(y)) + ln(l - FW)}""'"-^ , / ^ ^ ) / ( ^ ) 
/J/{-ln(l-F(x))r-l 
0 
{-ln(l - Fiy)) + ln(l - F(jc))}"~'"~ f^l&c 
^ [ /+ l{ - ln ( l -F(> ; ) ) r - l - (m- l ) 
r + 1 
|;c'-^n-ln(l - Fix))r-^ T^^x] 
0 i - ^ (^; 
For n = m + l 
-^[{n - m - l ) j ^ ' - ^ ^ {-ln(l - F^x))}^-^ - ^ ^ 
r + 1 ^ \-F{x) 
{-in(l - F(>;)) + ln(l - F{x))f~'^~'^ dx 
y 
0 
(m -1) Jx'-^il-lna - F{x))r-^ - ^ 
{-ln(l - F{y)) + ln(l - F{x)f"~^dx\, n=^m + 2. 
As before, the last two equations are obtained by integration by parts. 
Upon substituting the above expressions of J(y) in (2.6.8) and 
simplifying the resulting equations, we obtam « = m +1 that 
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and when n>m + 2 that 
17/ y-r ys y''+l Y^ \ 
^^'^U(my'^U(n)~^U(my'^U(ny 
= '~[^^^^Uim)^Uin-l)^ ~ ^ ^^Uim-l)^U(n-l)^^ 
the recurrence relations in (2.6.12) and (2.6.13) are derived simply by 
rewriting the above equations. 
7. Modified WeibuU Distribution 
Using equations (1.8.18), (1.2.7) and (1.2.9), following recurrence 
relations satisfied by single and product moments of record values can be 
established. 
Theorem 2.8.1 (Khalaf Sultan 2007): For 77 > 2, r = 0,1,2,- • • 
^(^&(«)) = y[^(^^(«^l) ) -^(^^(«)) ] 
•^7rit£(^&(i.l)>-^(^&(«)>^ (2.7.3) 
Proof: We have, the single moments of record values fi-om 
MWD can be written as 
r(«)" ^(^f/(«)> = T^t*^^+1 ""^rh (2,7 A) 
where 
00 
/ , = J^'*[-ln(l - Fix))r(\ - F{x))dx (2.7.5) 
0 
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upon integrating (2.7.5) by parts treating x^ for integration and the rest of 
the integrand for differentiation, we obtain 
where r(.) is a gamma function. 
Similarly, we write 
(2.7.6) 
(2.7.7) 
Now, substituting (2.7.2), (2.7.3) in (2.7.8) 
1 „Mn + l) r(n + l) 
Ei^Uin)) = f^ [^ (^77r )^ (^&(- l ) ) - ^ ^ ^ ( ^ & ( . ) ) ] 
+ /1 
/^  r(A7+i) 
I /• + ! J ^(^£/(w+l))~ 
r 
^(^Uil))^ 
by simplifying further (2.7.3) is proved. 
Theorem 2.7.2 (KhalafSultan2007): For m > l and r,^ = 0,l,2,---, the 
product moments of upper record values from MWD defined in (2.7.2) 
satisfy the recurrence relation 
mb 
r+s rr,s 
^(^C/(m,m+l)) = —^^^^Uim+l)^- ^(^f/(w,m+l))3 
m/l rr+5+1 r+\,s i7[^('f;;:r))-'E(j^(»;,r+i))] (2-7.8) 
and for 1 < m < n - 1 and r,5 = 0,1,2,- • • we have 
mb 
^i^'ukn)) = ^ l^(^U(Um))- E(^&(»,„))] 
m/l rr+\,s r+\,s 
+7n[^(%(m.i.«)) - ^(^&(«:»))i- (2-7.9) 
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Proof: We have 
u \m,n) Y{m)T{n - w) ^ 
where 
y 
0 
X [-ln(l - F{y)) + ln(l - F{x))f-'^-'^ r ^ ^ T T ^ • (2-7.11) 
\-F{x) 
For « = m +1 and by using (1.5.14) we can write (2.7.11) as 
I{y)--hTr.X+Xrr, (2.7.12) 
where 
y 
Tr = \x'[-\n{\-F{x))fdx 
0 
which upon integrating by parts gives 
T,=y—[-\n{\-F{y))r 
r + i 
y 
^ Ur+U , n I7/^XMW+1 /(X) 
- ^ lx'-'\-\n{\-Fix))r^'-^^cix. (2.7.13) 
r + li. l-F(x) 
T,^l=^[-Hl-Fiy))r 
r 
J 
^ Ur, i„/i i7^^NMm+l fix) 
-'^\x'[-\n{\-F{x))r^'-j^dx. (2.7.14) 
From (2.7.10), (2.7.12), (2.7.13) and (2.7.14) then (2.7.8) are proved. 
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For 1 < m ^ « - 1 and by making use of (1.5.14), we write (2.7.11) as 
/(>') = 60r+l+>^er» (2.7.15) 
where 
n-m-l r r+\ Qr = ^ ^ ^ ^ K [-'"0 - 'PW)]"* 
X [-ln(l - F{y) + ln(l - F(x))f "'""^ - ^ ^ 
^ "^f^r+lr 1 /^1 I 7 / ^ \ M W + 1 
— Ix'^h-Hl-Fix))]' 
r . . Q 
X [-ln(l - Fiy) + ln(l - F(jc))]""'""^ -^^^^dx (2.7.16) 
l -F (x ) 
and 
Q^^j=ZiZ^zlj;,r^_ln(l-F(;.))r 
'• 0 
X [-ln(l - F{y)) + ln(l - Fix))]"''"-^ r ^ ^ 
--]x'[-\n(l-F(x))r''^ 
X [-ln(l - F{y)) + ln(l - F{x))f-'"-^ ^^^^ dx. (2.7.17) 
l-F(x) 
From (2.7.15), (2.7.16) and (2.7.17), then (2.7.9) is proved. 
Chapter III 
RECURRENCE RELATIONS FOR DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS 
AND MOMENTS OF k-TH RECORD VALUES 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter we have considered a general procedure of obtaining 
recurrence relations for moments of ^-th lower record {Z)^^) and show 
how to obtain known relations for moments of record values from Fr^chet 
Gumble, power, uniform and inverse WeibuU distributions. Moreover, we 
discuss this problem for the ^-th upper record values (1^ ' ) . 
2. Recurrence Relations for Moments of ^ - th Lower Record 
Values (Zi*>) 
The equation (1.6.2) has been utilized by Bieniek and Szynal (2002) to 
establish the recurrence relations for distribution functions and moments 
of lower generalized order statistics, which in the case m = -\ give 
relations for distribution functions and moments of ^-th lower record 
values. These results are presented in the following theorems. 
Theorem 3.2.1: For 2 ^  r ^ «, we have 
(3.2.1) 
Proof: Using (1.5.2), we get 
^ ^ ' - 0 0 
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F(x) 
I 
0 
= .&L_i f trr-\g^(t)Y-^dt (r-1)! }. ^swv// 
integrating by parts we obtain 
Fx\r,n,m,k) (x) 
^(^(..(orVM^«.^T'-'(.„(o)-..} 
^' ^ ^ (gminxW^Fixfr +Fxxr-\,n,m,k)i^)' — ' T 
(r-1)1 rr 
Corollary 3.2.1: For any « ^  2, ^ > 1 we have 
Fz^k) ix) = F (i) ix) + - ^ [ F ( x ) ] * [ - l o g F ( x ) f - 1 (3.2.2) 
and 
iVC*) W = [^W]* I ^\-\^%F{x)i . 
^" /=0 ^ • 
Theorem 3.2.1 may be applied to derive the recurrence relations for 
moments vi''(r,«,m,^) as follows. 
Theorem 3.2.2: Let F be a distribution function with an absolutely 
continuous pseudo inverse F ^rtl^ and let the regularity condition 
F~^ (0 > 0, Vr e (0,1), a 6 (1,00) \ N, 
F-^(O>0,Vre(0,l), 0 < a < l , (3.2.3) 
be fulfilled with respect to a > Oand F .If moments E{X\r,n,m,k)f and 
E{X\r-\,n,m,k)f exist, then 
E{X\r,n,m,k)f -E{X\r -U,m,k) f 
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CO 
^r ~ 2 ta-l/Tr/^wYr/^ r/A\' '-l 
Proof: Using (3.2.2), we obtain 
00 
EiX\r,n,m,k)f = K^X'(r ,« .m, i t )W 
—00 
°° C - 2 
X jx''dFxXr-l,n,m,k)ix) + - 7 ^ 
- 0 0 ^ '^* 
—00 
Now integrating by parts we obtain 
]x^d[{Fix)yr(g^(F(x))y-^] 
- 0 0 
o)(F) 
ar(F) 
= x''iF{x)yr{g^iFix))y-^\^[P^ 
0{F) 
- \ x''-\F{x)yr{g^{F{x))y-^dx, 
a{F) 
wliere a{F) = inf {x: F(x) > 0}, (oiF) = sup {jc: F(x) < 1} 
Thus it is enougli to prove that 
Urn x« {F{x)yr ig^{F{x))Y-^ = 0 (3.2.4) 
x^a(F) 
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and 
lim x«(F(x))^'- (gmiFix)))'-^ = 0 (3.2.5) 
x^eoiF) 
Note that if - oo < a(F) < (o(F) < oo then (3.2.4) and (3.2.5) are obvious. 
If a(F) = -ooor a)(F) = oo, then the assertion follows from the existence 
of moments £(Z'(r,«,w,A:))"and £(Z'(r-l,«,m,it))"(Kamps(1995)). 
If /M = - l , then X\r,njm,k)is identically distributed as Z^\ which 
gives the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.2.2: Let F be a distribution function with an absolutely 
continuous pseudo inversei^~, r>2, and let the regularity condition 
(3.2.3) be fulfilled with respect to a > Oand F .If moments E{Z^^)^ and 
F'iTSn-V^'^ exist, then 
£ ( z ( * ) ) « = - a - ^ jx«-l(F(x))^-logF(jc))«-l^ (3.2.6) 
Let us present a recurrence relation for moments of Z^' from following 
distributions. 
i) Power Function Distribution 
F(x) = ' X-fd^ , /j,<x<v, /iyVeR, /d<v 
The following relation holds for power function distribution 
ix-M)nx) = eF{x). 
Therefore, 
lx'{F(x))^{-\ogF{x)f-^dx 
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= i Jjc'" (jc - //)(F(x))*-l ( - log F{x)f-^ f(x)dx 
Oizi)!£(z(*))-i_AM£(z(*)/. 
Thus, by (3.2.6) 
" ku kd 
which implies 
^ " ^ it^ + r + l ^ «-l^ it^ + r + l ^ '^  ^ 
ii) Uniform Distribution 
F(;c) = , ^<x<y, ^,veR,^<v, 
then 
(^^ '^)''^ ' =IT7n^(^»-i/^'f7;^^(2^>)' 
v) Frechet Distribution 
F(x) = exp x^O, a > 0 
The following relation holds true for Frechet distribution 
aF(x)(-logF(x)) = x/(:c), 
which implies 
CO 
Ix'-"^-^ (F(x))* (- logF(;c))"-^ dx 
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= -lx''-^{F{x))''-\-\ogFix)f-^fix)dx 
In view of equation (3.2.6), we have 
[ a(«-l)J 
<k) Y+i 
v) Gumbel Distribution 
-X 
F(x) = e *" , xeR, 
Since 
F(x)(-\ogFix)) = f(x), 
we have 
00 
lx''iF{x)fi-\ogFix)f-^dx 
- 0 0 
00 
«-2 
= \x''(Fix)f-\-\ogFix)f-^f(x)dx 
-00 
^ ( « - 2 ) ! (,) 
Thus in view of equation (3.2.6), we have 
v) Inverse WeibuU Distribution 
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F{x) = exp 
x 
iOC 
, x>0 
Since 
xf(x) = -(xF{x)\ogFix) 
Thus by equation (3.2.6) 
^^ « > ^ n-V („_!)«(„_ 2)! 
M-\ 
00 
n-2 \x' {F{x)f-^ (-logF(x))"-^ f{x)dx 
0 
= £(Z^*\/ 
which implies 
{n-\)a E{Z%' 
in-\)a\ E{Z^n-\y 
3. Recurrence Relations for Moments of Ar-th Upper Record 
Values (F^*>) 
There are many papers devoted to the study of recurrence relations of 
record values and A:-th record values Y^^ ^ from several known 
distributions (Balakrishnan et al (1992), Balakrishnan et al (1993), 
Balakrishnan et al. (1994), Balakrishnan et al (1995), Pawlas and Szynal 
(1999), Kamps (1995) and Pawlas and Szynal (2000). First we recall a 
general theorem of that type given by Kamps (1995). 
Theorem 3.3.1 (Kamps 1995): Let X{r,n,m,k), r = \,2,"-,n be 
generalized order statistics with parameters neN,mi,'--,m„eR and 
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k>l, based on the distribution function F. Suppose that F has an 
absolutely continuous pseudo inverse F~ , r ^ 2 , and let the regularity 
condition 
F~* (0 > 0, Vf € (0,1), a € (1,00) \ N, 
F~^(0>0,Vre(0,l), 0 < a < l , (3.3.1) 
be fulfilled with respect to a > 0 and E(X"(r - l,n,m,k)). Moreover, let 
wj = • • • m„_i =meR. If moments E{X" (r,«, w, ^ )) and 
E(X" (r -l,n,m,k)) of generalized order statistics based on F exist, then 
£(jr" (r,«,m, A:)) - £(X'^ (r -1,«, w. A:)) 
where 
^mW = 
^ {l-(l-x'"'*-^)} m^il 
OT + 1 
- log(l-x) m = -\ 
If m = -l, then X{n^n^m,k) is identically distributed as 7;J % and we 
obtain the following statement. 
Corollary 3.3.1: Suppose that the condition (3.3.1) be fulfilled and the 
moments £(r„(^>)" and E{YI^^\)" exist. Then 
EiY^^^)"^ -E{Y^^\f 
= ^ 7 ^ \x"~\\ - F(x)]*[-log(l - F{x))f-^dx (3.3.2) 
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Remark 3.2.1: Note that we need not use the notion of generalized 
order statistics to derive the above recurrence relations. Indeed, it is 
possible to prove corollary 3.3.1 using only the recurrence relation for the 
distribution function of r„(*)(Grudzien and Szynal 1985). 
F (*) (X) = F (,) (x) - - ^ [ 1 - F(x)]*[-log(l - F(x)]«-1. 
^n ^n-l ( « - 1 ) ! 
Now we give recurrence relation for moments of upper record values 
(7^ 0 for following distributions. 
i) Power Function Distribution 
F(x) = l - ' v-x ^ , ^<X<Vy ^,VERy ^<V 
Note that, the following relation holds true 
{v-M)f(x) = e(l-Fix)), 
Thus we obtain, 
jx' (1 - F(x))* (- log(l - F{x)f-^ dx 
= 1 \x' (y - x){\ - F W)^-l (-log(l - F(x))«-1 f(x)dx 
^ K « - l ) ! (^ ) , _(«zi)!j5;(yW)r-Hl. 
Using equation (3.3.2), we get 
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If ^ = 1, then we obtain the recurrence relation for moments of YJ^' 
from the uniform distributions. 
ii) Negative Gumbel Distribution 
F(jc) = l-exp(-e^(''"^)), xeR, P>Q,/deR. 
The relation Pf{x) = [1 - F(x)][-log(l - F{x))\ gives 
00 
v « - l Jjc'' (1 - F{x)y (- log(l - F{x))f~^ dx 
- 0 0 
= P Ix'il - F(jc))*-l(-log(l - F{x))f-^fix)dx 
—00 
which yields 
« - l 
iii) Weibull Distribution 
F(jc) = l-exp(-;ijc'^), x>0 
Since 
nx) = kaX[l-Fix)], 
we have 
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00 
r r+a+l (1 _ p^^y^k (_ j^jg^i _ ir(jc)))«-l dx 
- 0 0 
= ^  \x'(1 - F{x)f-^(-log(l - F(:c)))«-1 /(x)d&: 
- 0 0 
1 {n-\)\ 
aX k" E{Yii^H 
which gives 
Now put a = /I = 1 .Then the Weibull distribution becomes the standard 
exponential distribution. 
iv) Burr Distribution 
F(x) = l - ^ A ^^ 
U + A : * ^ ; 
x>0 
since in this case 
A+y 
we have 
00 
^'•+«+l[l _ ir(x)]*[-log(l - F{x))f-^dx 
— 00 
4f r+a-\ 
^ - 0 0 
1 {n-\)\ 
ca jt" 
i i fc -1 n-l [1 - F(x)]'^-^[-log(l - F{x)yC~'fiAdx 
Kx"- -\) 
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In view of equation (3.3.2), we get 
" ^ kcfi kcP 
which implies 
kcp-{r + a) ^ " - 1 ^ Jfec>9-(r + a) ^ ""^^ 
if r + or < ^ /?c. 
Now put c = l. Then the Burr distribution turns into the Pareto 
distribution and we get 
E(Y^k)Y^cc 
r-\-a<kp. 
v) Single-Parameter Pareto Distribution 
^ ^ « 
F(x) = l - - , X>(T 
Since, 
we have 
00 
\x^-^{\ - F(;c))^-log(l - F(x)))"-lc£x: 
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= - \xP{\-F(x))*-^(-log(l-Fix)))"-^ fix)dx 
« a 
which yields 
£(4*))/' 
ok M'V^^^Eij^X^p. 
Chapter IV 
CHARACTERIZATION OF DISTRIBUTIONS THROUGH 
CONDITIONAL EXPECTATION OF RECORD VALUES 
1. Introduction 
In this chapter, characterizations of distributions through conditional 
expectations of record values as obtained by Khan et al. (2007) are 
considered. Further, some of its important deductions are also discussed. 
2. Characterizing Results 
Theorem 4.2.1: If for 1 ^ r < j < «, 
£(^(^«(.))l^«(r) =^) = ^ . | rW (4.2.1) 
then 
F(x) (gs\r+l(x)-gs\rix)) 
and 
= Aix) (4.2.2) 
F(jc) = exp fA(t)dt 
\a 
. xe(aj), (4.2.3) 
where 
g's I r (x) is the first derivative of g ^  |;. (x) wj-J. xandF{a)~l. 
Proof: We have 
P 
^[^(^«(s))I^M(r) =x]= l4(y)fs\Ay\x)dy=gs\Ax). 
X 
Therefore, in view of (1.2.13) 
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— i — \^{y){-\^F{y) + InF {x))'-'-^ f{y)dy^ gs\ri^)F{x). 
Differentiating both sides with respect to x and re-arranging the terms we 
get 
T{s J — - \^{y){-\nF{y) + InF(x))'-'-^^Jiy)dy -r-1): F{x) 
= - ^ 5 | r W / W + ^ i | r W ^ W 
or 
-f{x){gs\r^\{x)-gs\r{x)\ = F{x)g's\r{x) 
or 
f{x) ^i|rW 
F{x) {gs\r+\ix)-gs\r{x)] 
= ^(x) 
which implies 
F(x) = exp 
rx ^ 
\A{t)dt 
Theorem 4.2.2: Let qe(a,p), such that - l nF(^ ) = l, then for 
1 < r < 5 < «, if 
E{^iX^ir))\Xu{s)^y\ = Sr\siy) (4.2.4) 
Then 
fiy) Sr\siy) 
F{y){-\xiF{y)) {s'\){gr\s-\{y)'-gr\siy)) 
= Aiy) (4.2.5) 
and 
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F(x) = exp 
( X \ 
iAiy)dy 
J 
, xeiocyp) 
where g). IJ (>') is the first derivative of g;. 15 (>') wri. y. 
Proof: We have 
E{aXu(r) )\^u{s) =y]= \^{x)fr\siAy)dx=gr\s{y) 
a 
(4.2.6) 
Therefore, in view of (1.3.12), 
T{r)T{ ) r ( s - r ) ^ F(x) 
=gr\siy)i-^^Fiy)y~^-
Differentiating both sides with respect to y and re-arranging the terms 
we get 
(5 - i ) r (^ - i ) 
r ( r ) r ( . - r - l ) 
X lax)[-lnF(x)Y-^ [-InF(y) + InF(x)]'-''-^ f[% f(y)dx j F(x)F(y) 
= (-\nF{y)r-\s - l)g^^^(y)^+ g'r\s(y)HnF{y))) 
F{y) ' 
or 
(s-})f(y) 
Fiy) igr\s-iiy) - gr\siy))=gr\siy)i-^nFiy)) 
which implies 
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fiy) gr\s(y) 
= Aiy). 
F(y)i-\nFiy)) {s - l)(gr\s-l(y) ' gr\s(y)) 
Now since F(x) is a non-decreasing function of x in (0,1), hence 
-lnF(jc) is also a non-decreasing function in (0,oo). Therefore, there 
exist a q^ a<q<fi, such that - InF (^) = 1. Thus 
]n[-]nFix)] = C+\A{y)<fy, 
a 
where C is constant of integration, implying that 
- lnF(x) = exp C+JAiy)cfy 
a 
But since 
- lnF(^ ) = l 
we have 
C+ lAiy)dy = 0. 
a 
Therefore, 
- lnF(;c) = exp - iA(y)dy+ JA(y)dy 
a a 
= exp JA(y)dy 
S 
This can also be obtained by notmg that 
\n\-\xiF{x)\^C-\A{y)dy 
and hence the Theorem. 
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3. Characterization of Distributions 
Theorem 4.3.1: Let Jf be an absolutely continuous r.v. with 
distribution function F{x) and pdf f(x) on the support (a,>ff), then for 
r <s 
gs\rix) = E[Xu(^s)\^uir)=x] = as\rX + bs\r (4.3.1) 
if and only if 
F{x) = [ax + bY, a<x<j3, (4.3.2) 
where 
* 
^s\r = 
f r. V~^ 
\c + \J y * 5 | r = Q-Os\r)' 
' a ' 
Proof: For the proof of 'if part one may refer to Athar et al. (2003) 
and Khan and Alzaid (2004). To prove 'only if Athar et al. (2003) and 
Khan and Alzaid (2004) have used Rao-Shanbhag fiinctional equation 
[Rao and Shanbhag, 1994] to prove the result. Here we have used 
Theorem 4.2.1, which greatly simplifies the steps. 
We have 
where 
;.«i-i«2-^ 
J I, 
•J 
^s\r — (l-^5|r) 
a ' 
and 
« . 
^'-'-^ ^c + 0 
s\r+\ 
c + l \ c J a s\r 
and 
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Ss\r+\(x)-Ss\r(^) = (^s\r+l-^s\r) 
ac 
Therefore, 
S'slri^) 5 rv-^/ ac 
and hence 
fix) ^ ac 
F{x) ax + b 
implying 
F{x)^[ax + bf. 
For example on Theorem 4.3.1 and its variants 
E[^i^u(s)Mu(r) =^] = «5|r ^ W + ^*|r. 
where ^{x) is a monotonic and continuous function of x, refer to 
Dembinska and Wesolowski (2000), Athar et al (2003) and Khan and 
Alzaid(2004). 
Theorem 4.3.2: Let X be an absolutely continuous random variable 
with distribution function F{x) and pdf f{x) on the support ia,fi), 
then for r < .s 
8r\siy) = E[Xj^^r)\^uis)=y'\ = 4\sy + b*\s (4.3.3) 
ifandonly if 
-]nF{x) = [ax + bf, a<x<P, (4.3.4) 
where 
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s-r 
^r|5 = n c{s-j) j^l + cis-J) 
' a ' 
and 
-\nF{q) = [aq + bf =\. 
Proof: To prove (4.3.4) implies (4.3.3), we have 
1 r(.) 
gr\siy) [-\nF{y)f-^nr)T{s-r) 
X lx[-\nF{x)r-^ [-\nF{y) + \nF{x)f-'-^ | ^ , 
"" F\x) dx 
r(r)ris-r) 
X J ; 
a 
- lnF(x) 
-lnF(>;) 
r-lr 
1 -InFjx) 
-\nFiy) 
s-r-\ fix) 
—, . dx. 
Fix)[-\nFiy)] 
For -lnF{x) = iax-¥bf, - l n F ( a ) = 0 
let 
-\nF(x) 
-\nFiy) 
ax + b 
ay + b^ 
= M , 
then 
r{s) 
I r{r)r(s-r)' 
^u^'''{ay\-b)-b \ 
a 
u''-\l-uY~''-^du 
) 
r(5) 
17)^^ 
r.i-1 
r(r)r(^ ^ ( 1 - « ) * ~ ' - ^ ^ M ) > ' + Z>H 
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where 
u* ^n * \ br\s= ( l - ^ r | j ) 
and 
^r\s = 
ns) r + - - l 
nr)T(s - r ) "^  du 
1, 
= ( ( j - l ) - r ) 1 
((^+--!)•• •('•+-)) 
c c 
c'-''{(s-iy-(s-s-r)} J^l c{s-j) 
{(c(5-l) + l)- . . (c(5-5-r) + l)} ;=iU + c (^ - i ) J 
To prove that 
g*r\siy)='a*r\sy-^b*r\s 
implies 
-\nF{x) = [ax + bf 
we use Theorem 4.2.2. 
Now 
Sr\s-\iy)-Sr\s{y) = {ar\5-\-ar\s)\y + -
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Since 
^r\s-\= n ' 
7=1 
s-r 
= n 
7=2 
cis-j-V) 
[l + c(s-j-l)^ 
cis-j) 
A(y) = 
l + c(s-j) 
S'rlsiy) 
> = 
l + c{s-\) * 
c{s-l) a r\s 
ac 
{s - l )(gr I j - 1 (>') - gr\s ^)) ^y + ^ 
Therefore, 
fiy) ac 
F(y)(-lnF(,y)) ay + b 
'"^ -•"^ 1^=^ 1^ ]* 
implying that 
-\nFix) = [ax + bY as[aq + bf =1. 
4. Some Examples (Dembinska and Wesolowski (2000)) 
a. Weibull Distribution JF(^;//,v) 
F(jc) = exp 
a = b = 
M 
v-ju v-n 
and 
c^e 
s-r 
«rk=n e{s-j) Vj^(.-;) + l <1 , 6Hj=/ / ( l -«rU)-
(4.4.1) 
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b. Negative Fr^chet Distribution NF{e\ v, a) 
F(x) = exp(-(^::^)^) (4.4.2) 
a-x 
a = , b = , c = -d 
a-v a-v 
ar\s = n ^ . _ .' >1. Ms =a{\-ar\s). 
c. Negative Gumbel NG{fi,v) 
F (x) = exp (-e^(^-^>) (4.4.3) 
c c 
To find br\s> since for any finite aj [Khan and Alzaid, 2004] 
1 fli 
+ 1 + ...+ 
(ai +1) (ai + l)(a2 +1) 
+ ejri^nA + qillfls ^ 1 . (4.4,4) 
(q +l)-(fl„_i +l)(a„ +1) (fli +l)...(fl„ +1) 
Therefore, 
l - ^ r l j = l - l l jSl^ + cis-J) 
1 C(5-1) 
+ 
1 + C(J -1) [1 + C(5 -1)][1 + C(5 - 2)] 
c{s -i)"-c{r + 2)c{r + 1) 
[l + cis-\)]"'[l + c(r + i)][\ + cr]' 
+' 
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Thus 
' a ' pic \ + c{s-\) 
g(j-l)-'-c(r + 2)c(r + l) 
(l + c ( j - l ) ) - ( l + c(r + l))(l + cr) ) 
1 1 
(5-1) ( s -2) + ••• + 
1 
(r + 1)^ r as c->oo 
= i^f^=_i-f' 1 
Remark 4.1: Dembinska and Wesolowski (2000) could not obtain 
* * 
explicit expressions for a^^g and b^^g in neat and clean form. Moreover 
he erred in stating results Theorem 4.3 where it should be 
c<\ and^i~FF(^;//,v) 
c>\ andXi~NF{e;v,a). 
Without naming distributions, Franco and Ruiz (1997) also considered 
distributions. 
r 
d. F {x) = exp h{x)-h(a+) a<x<j3, (4.4.5) 
where q is such that - In F (^) = 1 and 
a 
1 
h(q)-h{a+) b = 
hia+) 
h(q)-h(a+) 
and 
c = l 
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' ;=ii+(^-y) ^ 
^r\s = (l-«r|j) = 
e. F (jc) = exp 
-exp 
hiq)-hixy (4.4.6) 
a- 8c 
6 = 1 + Mg) 
^c 
and 
c->oo 
5-r 
«r|5 = n c(5-y) Vji+c(j-y) - = 1, as c -> 00 
5-r-l * b * *"'' 1 ^"''"^ 1 
^ r u = — ( i - « r i v ) = < ^ y ! — = ^ yi — 
as explained for Negative Gumbel distribution in (4.4.4). 
f. F (x) = exp KM-Kg) 
^ h{p-)-h{x)} (4.4.7) 
a = 
1 
h{p-)-h{q) b = 
KM 
KM-Kq) 
and 
c = - l 
-^r 
r^|5 = n (.-;•) _ . - l 
;=ii+(^-y) '•-I >1 
br\s=KM fj . - 0 _ {s-r)hiM 
V r-\. (r-1) 
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Remark 4.4.2: The difference in the values of a^j^ and bf.\s in 
(4.4.5), (4.4.6) and (4.4.7) with that of Franco and Ruiz (1997) is due to 
the definition of records. The results as given by Franco and Ruiz (1997) 
can be obtained if we replace r by r +1 and s = r + i by s + \. 
Also Table III of Franco and Ruiz (1997) may be used to obtain more 
characterizing results. 
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